Search tips for SDS Library
Zoom provides a number of advanced search options to help you find the SDS you are looking for.
Match ANY search word (Boolean OR)
Search for pages which contain AT LEAST ONE of the given search terms. The results will be sorted in order of the
number of terms matched, and the determined relevancy score. Click the "match any search words" radio button to
enable this search option.
Match ALL search word (Boolean AND)
Search for pages which contain ALL of the given search terms. The results will be sorted in order of the number of terms
matched, and the determined relevancy score. Click the "match all search words" radio button to enable this search
option.
Wildcard searches (* and ?)
You can use wildcard characters '*' and '?' in your search terms to search for multiple words and return larger set of
results.
An asterisk character ('*') in a search term represents any number of characters.
A question mark ('?') represents any single character.
This allows you to perform advanced searches such as "fire*" which would return all pages containing words beginning
with "fire". Similarly, "f??e" would return all pages containing four letter words beginning with 'f' and ending with 'e'. Also,
"*acid*" would be a search for any words containing the word "acid".
Exact phrase searches
An exact phrase search returns results where the phrase of words are found, in the same order that they are specified.
For example, an exact phrase search for the words "compressed gas" would return results where the phrase 'compressed
gas' appears.
To specify an exact phrase search term, you need to enclose the words that form the phrase using double quotation
marks. Note however, that wildcards within exact phrases (eg. "compressed g*") are not supported.
Exclusion/negative searches
You can precede a search term with a hyphen character to exclude that search term from being included in your search
results. For example, a search for gas -oxygen would return all pages containing the word "gas" but not the word
"oxygen".
Skip words
Note that some common words such as "the", "and", "or" may be deemed to be skip words and ignored by the search.
This is configured by the web site administrator.
Category / Department searches (if applicable)
You can restrict your searches to a specific category/department by choosing a defined category/department from the
drop-down box.

Questions?
If you have a question that has not been addressed in this document, please contact:
Deb Foster, Project Manager
LEHDER Environmental Services
Tel: 519-336-4101 ext. 238
dfoster@lehder.com

